We consider a bilevel programming formulation of a freight tari setting problem where the leader consists in one among a group of competing carriers and the follower is a shipper. At the upper level, the leader's revenue corresponds to the total tari s levied, while the shipper minimizes its transportation cost, given the tari schedule set by the leader. We propose for this problem a class of heuristic procedures whose relative e ciencies, on small problem instances, could be validated with respect to optimal solutions obtained from a mixed integer reformulation of the mathematical model. We also present numerical results on large instances that could not be solved to optimality by an exact method.
Introduction
This work is devoted to a tari -setting problem involving two decision-makers acting non cooperatively and in a sequential way. We focus our attention on a freight transportation application. In this context, a shipper company (the follower) is set to ship a prescribed amount of goods from origin nodes to its customers at minimum cost. Supply at the origin nodes and demand from the customers are both assumed to be known and xed. Hence, for a given tari schedule, the shipper's problem consists in satisfying demand at the lowest possible cost. The ensuing ow repartition is obtained by solving a standard transshipment problem where the tari s are added to the initial arc costs. This is the lower level problem.
At the upper level, a given carrier (the leader) strives to maximize its revenues by setting optimal' tari s on the subset of arcs in its control. This carrier assumes no reaction from its competitors, but explicitly takes into account the reaction of the shipper company to its price schedule. The remaining carriers may represent di erent transportation modes and/or agents within a mode. We explicitly divide the freight rates on the links controlled by the leader carrier into two parts: the carrier's operating costs and an additional tari . The unit pro t associated with a given link is obtained by subtracting the unit operating cost from the unit freight rate.
This sequential and noncooperative decision-making process can be adequatly represented as a bilevel program where the upper level objective is bilinear and the lower level's bilinear objective is actually a linear program parameterized by the upper level decision vector. This constitutes a particular case of the general taxation model considered by Labb e et al . 12] .
Until recently, the literature on freight networks mainly focused on the freight network equilibrium problem,without addressing the problem of what tari s carriers should charge (cf for example Harker 8] , Marcotte 13] ). However, with the current emphasis on deregulation, it makes sense to consider the carriers as active players in a game. Game theory provides a framework for analyzing the interactions between the carriers. More precisely, the routing of freight ows between supply and demand sites, as well as the tari s and service levels set by the carriers are determined by assuming that the shippers minimize their respective transportation costs and that the carriers maximize their respective pro ts, taking into account the response of the shippers. For instance, Friesz et al. 5 ] propose a sequential shipper-carrier model. Shippers rst select sites where to purchase goods as well as the transportation agents who will ship the goods to the desired destinations, in order to minimize their cost. This determines the transportation demand. Then, carriers respond by routing freight on the links of the network in order to minimize the total operation cost. In this model, tari s are a constant fraction of the cost incurred by carriers and consequently not a decision variable for the agents. Fisk 3] proposes a model where one or several competing carriers achieve, through the selection of tari s and levels of service, a Nash equilibrium of the resulting oligopolistic market. The demand side corresponds to production plants selecting carriers and routes to move their products to destination at lowest cost. No procedure has been proposed to solve this di cult problem, which subsumes ours.
More recently, Hurley and Petersen 9, 10] have described two models where carriers rst determine tari s and subsequently shippers select the production levels and a coalition of carriers that will transport the production from origins to destinations at minimal cost. Although their noncooperative models have a bilevel avour, they both reduce to the problem of maximizing the joint pro t of shippers and carriers. This single-agent problem possesses the structure of a tra c assignment problem, for which several e cient algorithms are known. Finally, the distribution of the joint pro t among the agents of the system is obtained by solving a linear program. A key feature of the models 9, 10] is the functional form of the tari s. Rather than assuming that tari s are proportional to the volume of shipments (linear tari s), which may fail to be optimal and is inconsistent with usual practice ( ] who consider multicommodity ows, we only address the singlecommodity transshipment problem. This is the case of lower level rms whose demand for transportation depends solely on the location of its supply and demand sites. Such a situation occurs in the distribution of coal supplies in the gas industry, the distribution of containers or seasonal products, etc. Finally, note that the model described in this paper is not bound to a speci c, prede ned analytical form of the tari function. The tari is determined with respect to the actual shipments. Should these shipments vary, then the pro t-maximizing tari s should be reevaluated.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give a mathematical formulation of the freight transportation problem. Four primal-dual heuristic procedures are described in Section 3. In Section 4 we propose two strategies aimed at improving upon solutions initially obtained by the heuristics. Computational results are presented in Section 5, followed by a conclusion in Section 6.
Formulation of the freight tari -setting problem
We consider a transportation network based on the underlying graph G = (N ; A), where N denotes the set of nodes, and A the set of arcs. A node represents either a supply site, a demand site, or the ends of an arc on which goods are carried. The arc set A of the network G is partitioned into two subsets A 1 and A 2 , where A 1 denotes the set of links operated by the leader carrier, and A 2 the set of links operated by its competitors.
With each`tari arc' a of A 1 , we associate a freight rate composed of a xed cost c a representing the unit traversal cost of the arc, and an additional tari T a to be determined by the leader carrier. A`free' arc a of A 2 only bears a unit cost d a which is outside the control of the leader, and might include both a xed cost and the cost charged by other carriers as well. We denote by b 2 R n the ( xed) demand for transportation, with the tacit assumption that supply corresponds to negative demand. Under this convention, demand at transshipment nodes, i.e., nodes that are neither origins or destinations, is zero. Furthermore, and without loss of generality, we assume that each component of the demand vector b is integer valued. For given freight rates T a set by the leader, the shipper's distribution problem is a transshipment problem. Its optimal (basic) solutions will consist in the unique assignment of the demand ow on some subtree of the graph G. We make the assumption that, among trees of equal costs for the follower, goods will be shipped on a tree that maximizes the leader's pro t. This is a standard assumption underlying the bilevel model that can be substantiated by noting that a nearly optimal solution can be achieved through an arbitrarily small tari reduction.
Based on this notation (see also Throughout the paper, we assume that there exists a feasible transportation schedule that uses none of the arcs in control of the leader. This assumption is both necessary and su cient for the leader's pro t to be bounded from above. This upper bound will be nite whenever the xed part of the arc costs is nonnegative, thus preventing the occurrence of pro table negative cost circuits in an optimal leader's solution. More precisely, let us denote by (T ) the lower level transshipment cost induced by a tari schedule T. It is clear that the follower will never accept a cost higher than (1), corresponding to a solution with no ow on the tari arcs, and that its cost will always be at least (0), the solution with tari s set to zero. Hence an upper bound on the leader's pro t is given by the di erence (1) ? (0). However, as noticed by Labb e et al. 12], this bound is not always reached, even in the single origin-single destination case.
We do not impose sign constraints on tari s, as negative tari s can induce compensating e ects that result in higher pro ts for the leader. 3 E cient heuristic procedures
Large instances of the freight tari -setting problem cannot be solved to optimality. This justi es the development of heuristics that can produce high-quality solutions in a reasonable amount of CPU time. In this section we describe four primal-dual heuristic procedures. All four algorithms rely on the reformulation of the freight tari -setting problem as a single level bilinear program with disjoint constraints. Two such formulations are available. A rst group of algorithms is inspired by a primal-dual heuristic proposed by Gendreau, Marcotte and Savard 6] for solving linear bilevel programs. This scheme can be applied in two di erent ways to each formulation, which makes for a total of four algorithms. Symmetrically, a Gauss-Seidel based algorithm can be implemented in two di erent ways for each formulation. This makes for a grand total of eight conceptual heuristic procedures. Four of these have been implemented and computationally tested in the present paper. For the presentation of the two bilinear reformulations of FTSP it will be useful to formulate the FTSP in the more concise format: FTSP : max T;x Tx min x;y (c + T)x + dy subject to A 1 x + A 2 y = b
x; y 0;
where A 1 2 R n m 1 denotes the node-arc incidence matrix of the subnetwork composed of tari arcs and A 2 2 R n m 2 denotes the incidence matrix corresponding to the free part of the network.
Using this notation, the single level equivalent of the FTSP takes the form: 
Next we penalize the last constraint of (3) 
where M 1 > 0. This penalty scheme is exact in the sense that there exists a nite value M such that any optimal solution of (3) 
Then, from complementarity slackness and primal feasibility, the objective function of problem (7) can be written as:
Thus problem (7) 
Note the role played by the toll vector T in the above formulation: T is not part of the objective and, for any values taken by the other variables, there always exists a value of T that satis es the second and fourth constraint of (8) . Actually, after the removal of those two constraints and the optimization of the resulting problem over the variables x and y and , an optimal solution to (8) can be recovered by simply setting T = A 1 ? c:
Actually the equality only needs to hold for the components of the ow vector x that are strictly positive. For those components that are equal to zero, one is free to select any value of T that is su ciently large, i.e., 
Finally, we penalize the complementarity constraint (9) 
where M 2 is some positive constant. As was the case for the formulation PEN1, PEN2 is equivalent to FTSP whenever the penalty parameter M 2 is su ciently large. All the proposed heuristic procedures are based on two simple underlying principles: Solve the penalized problems for increasing values of the penalty parameters; Solve (approximately) each penalized problem by iteratively solving a sequence of linear programs. The rst principle allows to start from a`best' solution for the leader, from which to move towards feasible solutions, i.e., solutions that satisfy the follower's optimality conditions. This best' solution, which provides an upper bound on the leader's pro t, corresponds to setting the penalty parameter to zero (actually to one in the case of heuristic 1), yielding the linear program: x; y 0: One observes that the LP on the left corresponds to an optimal lower level solution that uses none of the toll arcs, while the solution of the right LP is a lower level solution corresponding to a zero toll vector T. This is exactly the upper bound alluded to in the previous section.
The second principle allows to replace a`di cult' problem by a sequence of`easy' problems. Note that the constraint sets of the bilinear programs PEN1 and PEN2 are separable in the 
Heuristic 1
Heuristic 1 iterates between the leader's vector T and the follower's vectors x and y. At a given iteration, the tari vector T is set to A 1 ? c, where the dual vector solves the penalized problem PEN1 for xed primal ow vectors x and y and penalty parameter M 1 . Next, the ow variables on both the tari and free arcs correspond to the optimal solution of the lower level distribution problem, with the freight rates of the leader carrier set at c + T. In order that the lower level problem be bounded, we introduce the constraint ? max max ; (11) where max is some suitably large constant. The algorithm is illustrated by the diagram of Figure 2 , where FP designates the follower's problem, and the corresponding pseudo-code. In the diagram, the updating of the penalty parameter is performed at the northeast corner (see steps 5 and 6 of the pseudo-code). (12) Denote its solution by `. If, at STEP 4 of the algorithm, the solution of the follower's problem is not unique, then one should favor the solution providing the highest pro t for the leader, i.e., given a tie, the solution favoring the use of the tari arcs. This can be achieved by decreasing the tari s T a by a small amount , which amounts to a local parametric analysis, and requires a single simplex pivot. 
Problem (13) is a transshipment problem on the networkG = (Ñ ;Ã). The node setÑ includes nodes of the original network as well as an arti cial node f. The arc setÃ contains: the free arcs (i; j) 2 A 2 , with costs d i;j , whose ow variables are denoted by u i;j . the arcs linking each node j of N to the arti cial node f, with costs max , and whose associated ow variables are denoted by z jf .
the arcs linking the arti cial node f to each node i of N, with costs max , and whose associated ow variables are de ned by v fj . These arcs prevent the transshipment problem from being infeasible.
The purpose of the parameter M 1 is to penalize the duality gap (c + T)x + dy ? b. However, the vector `o btained at STEP 2 of the algorithm is also dual-optimal for problem FP solved at STEP 4. Hence, at the end of STEP 4, the duality gap is zero. In order to prove this result, let us write down the optimality conditions of PEN1( ) where we remove, for simplicity, the bounds on , and where the objective It is clear that (x; y; ) = ((1 ? 1=M 1 )x`? 1 ; u`; `) constitutes an optimal (maybe nonbasic though) primal-dual solution for the linear program FP, hence `i s dual-optimal for FP, and the corresponding duality gap is zero. It follows that, for any optimal primal solution (x ; y ) of FP, and in particular (x`; y`), the duality gap corresponding to the triple (x ; y ; `) is zero. This result provides some insight on why the number of basis solutions encountered by this algorithm is quite small. Actually, modi cations of the y-vector can only be induced by modi cations in the supply-demand patterns resulting from an increase of the penalty parameter basis will occur when solving for the follower's problem FP. As a consequence of this remark, it is important to carefully select the initial solution (x 0 ; y 0 ). Indeed, if x 0 had been inadvertently set to zero, then it could never have assumed positive values in the sequel, and the pro t would have staid at zero for the entire course of the algorithm! To circumvent that problem, a diversi cation strategy, to be described in Section 4, has been implemented.
Heuristic 2 and heuristic 3
Heuristics 2 and 3 are based on similar principles. The penalized problem PEN1 (respectively PEN2 for heuristic 3) is rst solved for xed values of the vector x (respectively y). The resulting linear program yields the vectors y (x for heuristic 3), and T. In other words, one determines the leader vector T and one follower vector (either x or y) that maximizes total pro t while respecting, to some extent, the follower's optimality conditions. Both subproblems are decomposed into a primal and a dual problem.
Next, the vector x (respectively y for heuristic 3) is determined by solving the follower's problem. As in heuristic 1, a constraint is introduced to bound problem PEN1 with respect to the variables in heuristic 2. Such a constraint is not required for heuristic 3 since, in PEN2, the variable part of the objective b + M 2 A 2 y is less than or equal to M 2 dy + b; since A 2 d and ows are nonnegative. Now, due to our assumption that there exists a lower level solution that uses only free arcs, the dual objective b must be bounded. Heuristics 2 and 3 are illustrated by the following diagrams, from which the pseudo-codes are readily derived, along the lines of the pseudo-code of heuristic 1.
As in Section 3.1, the objective of the follower's problem (diagonal arc in the diagrams) is perturbed to induce the optimal lower level solution that maximizes the leader's pro t. For xed ow vector x (respectively y for heuristic 3), the penalized problems PEN1(y; ), (respectively PEN2(x; )) are separable and linear. Exactly as in heuristic 1, one solves their dual problems, which are transshipment problems similar to (13) . The last heuristic proposed for the FTSP consists in applying a block Gauss-Seidel procedure to the bilinear problem PEN1. More precisely, PEN1 is iteratively solved for xed ow vectors (x; y) on the one hand, and for the dual vector on the other hand. Both problems are linear in and (x; y) respectively. As before, the constraint (11) is introduced to prevent the occurrence of unbounded solutions in the dual problem, i.e., infeasibility in the transshipment subproblems.
Since T = A 1 ? c, the objective function (6) The solution is denoted `a nd we set T`= `A1 ? c. Problem PEN1( ) at STEP 2 is solved as in Section 3.1. Note that, for a xed value of the vector , the problem PEN1(x; y) is equivalent to the scaled problem min x;y (c + T`)x + dy ? 1
This objective can be interpreted as a perturbation of the follower's problem. As M 1 becomes large, the solution coincides with a solution that maximizes the leader's pro t while satisfying the optimality conditions of the lower level.
Improvement strategies
The four heuristics developed previously generate a sequence of basic solutions for the lower level problem that may, or may not, correspond to optimal solutions of the original problem FTSP. In this section, we introduce two strategies aimed at generating improved basic solutions for the lower level problem.
Inverse optimization
It is frequently the case that the set of arcs that carry positive ow in an optimal or nearoptimal solution can be obtained through some (unspeci ed) heuristic procedure, whereas the exact values of these ow is unknown. If this is the case, one can recover, at small computational cost, the values of these ows that maximize the leader's revenue. More speci cally, let us consider the situation where lower level vectors x and y are provided, and one wishes to determine a pro t maximizing tari T that is compatible with the lower level optimality of (x; y). Since the positive entries of the vector y are known, one can get rid of the complementarity constraint in the formulation (9) 
The dual of this dual problem is the primal problem: min y 0 dy 0 subject to A 2 y 0 = b y 0 a unconstrained 8a 2 A + y 0 a 0 8a = 2 A + : (15) This is nothing but a transshipment problem on a modi ed network where the tari arcs have been deleted and the free arcs carrying positive ow are two-way arcs. The optimal dual vector 0 of this LP yields the desired tax vector T 0 = A 1 ? c. This process, which consists in optimizing an auxiliary objective while forcing some solution to be optimal, is sometimes referred as`inverse optimization'.
Note that the sole knowledge of the index set A + allows to conduct the above analysis.
However, one would much prefer to base this analysis on the vector x, which will usually be of smaller dimension. Unfortunately, the knowledge of the entire vector x is required to recover the vector y through the solution of the LP: min y dy subject to A 2 y = b ? A 1 x y 0:
Of course, knowing the values of the x-variables is equivalent to knowing which ones are positive, whenever the solution of the lower level problem is binary valued. This is not the general situation of a transshipment problem and we compromised by solving an LP where the positive x-variables are required to be at least one. More speci cally, corresponding to an (x; y)-solution with zero duality gap generated by a given heuristic, we solve the linear program min x;y cx + dy subject to A 1 x + A 2 y = b x a 1 8a 2 A 0 1
where A 0 1 denotes the set of tari arcs carrying positive ow. A tari vector T is then obtained by solving (15) , with the set A + corresponding to the partial optimal solution (in y) of problem (17).
Diversi cation
In this section we consider simple perturbations of the best solution obtained by any given heuristic, in the hope of generating neighboring solutions of higher pro t. If the process is successful, then the heuristic is applied starting with this improved solution. In meta-heuristic parlance, this may be interpreted as a diversi cation strategy around the current best solution.
For each tari arc of the solution with maximum pro t, three diversi cations are considered. The rst one consists in forbidding the use of an arc with positive ow and in initializing the tari s to zero. The second and third ones consist respectively in decreasing by half the tari associated with an arc or in increasing it by half. Let AT denote the set of tari arcs at the current best solution (T ; x ; y ), and be the index of the selected strategy. The diversi cation procedure can then be described as follows. 
Numerical results
The heuristic procedures developed in this paper have been applied to a set of random instances created using the NETGEN generator of Klingman, Napier and Stutz 11] . Network sizes range from 50 nodes and 250 arcs to 200 nodes and 9975 arcs. The proportion of tari arcs varies from 5% to 20%. The arc costs vary from 5 to 35, with 20% of the costs set at their maximum value of 35. In some instances, the tari arcs are scattered throughout the network, while some test problems considered chains of tari arcs, as would occur in the case of toll highways for example.
The tari arcs are generated as follows. Given an ordering of the arcs, the rst arc is given the`tari status' with probability p if its deletion leaves at least one feasible path from any supply to any demand node of the network. At the kth iteration of the selection process, the kth arc is selected, with probability p, if its deletion, together with that of previously selected tari arcs, leaves at least one feasible path from any supply to any demand node. The process is halted whenever the required proportion of tari arcs is reached. The selection process obviously rules out unboundedness of the leader's pro t resulting from the presence of captive markets.
In order to favor the use of tari arcs by the carriers, we compute the number of times that a given arc is part of a shortest path from a supply to a demand node. According to this ordering, arcs are retained until 2=3 of the total number of desired tari arcs is attained. The remaining third is selected at random according to the process previously described. Furthermore, to make the tari arcs attractive, their random costs have been halved.
For generating toll highways, the following procedure is implemented. The arcs are sorted with respect to the frequency with which they appear in shortest paths from supply to demand nodes. The procedure rst builds the toll highway forwards, selecting the arcs in decreasing order of their respective frequencies, until either (i) the list of admissible arcs leaving the current node is empty (ii) a demand node is reached or (iii) the prespeci ed maximum length of the highway is reached. (Arcs forming a circuit are forbidden.) The process is then performed backwards from the current initial node of the path. The entire process is repeated until the number of desired toll highways is reached. If the density of toll arcs is less than required, additional tari arcs are selected according to the random procedure described in the previous paragraph.
This process is applied to the bipartite network illustrated in Figure 6 , where the demand for transportation is set to b = (?1; 1; ?1; 0; ?1; 2):
The shortest paths linking supply nodes to demand nodes are (1; 3; 4; 2), (1; 3; 4; 6), (3; 4; 2), (3; 4; 6), (5; 3; 4; 2), (5; 3; 4; 6) . Assume that the length of any toll highway has to be less than or equal to 3. We rst select the arc with the highest frequency, i.e., arc (3; 4) of frequency 6. The next arc to be selected is arc (4; 6), with a frequency of 3. As node 6 is a demand node is not yet reached, we now proceed backwards from the initial node 3. Next we select arc (5; 3) which is the only remaining acceptable arc. Since node 1 is a demand node, the algorithm stops with path (5; 3; 4; 6). The heuristics were coded in C and run on a Sun Sparcstation 10. The transshipment subproblems were solved using the minimum cost ow code of Goldberg and Tarjan 7] . To assess the quality of the heuristics, smaller instances of the randomly generated problems were solved at optimality by feeding the solver CPLEX2.0 2] with the mixed integer programming formulation MIP (2) of the FTSP. The value of M in constraints 2 and 2 was xed to 200. The maximum number of nodes of the branch and bound process is xed to 50000. Although these instances have been solved using the solver CPLEX4.0. results are presented for the previous version (CPLEX2.0). Indeed, the upper bounds obtained with CPLEX2.0 are better than those obtained with CPLEX4.0 for the instances when the node limit is reached. Moreover, the computation times were reduced but not very signi cantly with CPLEX4.0.
The numerical results are summarized in Tables 2, 3 , 4, 5 and 6. The rst column provides the percentage of tari arcs, while the second column gives the number of supply nodes. (The number of demand nodes is set equal to the number of supply nodes.) The reports for Heuristics 1, 2 and 3 involve a diversi cation phase. The diversi cation strategy having proved too costly for heuristic 4, the corresponding results are not reported. The last line of each subtable contains the average statistics for the corresponding data set.
In Tables 2, 3 and 4 (small networks) are listed, under the column label \%", the ratio of the heuristic objective over the optimal solution achieved by CPLEX. The CPLEX code was halted whenever the number of nodes visited reached 50 000, or memory requirements became excessive. In both these cases, the optimum was replaced, in the denominator of the ratio, by the best upper bound provided by CPLEX. A star ( ) in the rst column indicates that the best upper bound replaced the optimal value. CPU times, measured in seconds, are reported in the columns identi ed by the letter \T". The label \NODES" refers to the number of nodes of the Branch-and-Bound tree visited by CPLEX while solving the MIP formulation of the tari -setting problem. These were not reported for the larger problems (Tables 5 and 6 ). In these tables, \%" represents the ratio of the heuristic objective over the best solution achieved by one of the heuristics.
On small networks, the heuristics perform much better than CPLEX. Typically, the number of iterations required by the primal-dual methods 1, 2 or 3 (without diversi cation) is equal to three, while it typically varies between 1 and 26 for On the large instances, heuristics 1, 2 and 3 (without diversi cation) require from 3 to 26 seconds. These numbers increase to 18 and 584 seconds, respectively, if the diversi cation phase is implemented. CPU times vary from 2 seconds to 432 seconds for heuristic 4. However, these CPU times decrease dramatically when the percentage of tari arcs increases. We noticed that the number of iterations did not seem to vary greatly with network size.
Note that heuristics 2, 3 and 4 were halted as soon as a solution with zero duality gap was obtained. Indeed, this strategy was justi ed by preliminary experiments which revealed that this solution was seldom improved upon. Note also that distinct optimal solutions, i.e., solutions involving distinct tari vectors, were sometimes obtained by di erent heuristics.
As a general rule, heuristics 1, 2 and 3 with the diversi cation phase, and heuristic 4, based on the Gauss-Seidel method, sharply outperformed the other heuristic procedures. In the smaller instances, the primal-dual heuristics 1 and 3 without the diversi cation phase produced solutions within 6% of optimality whereas 1 and 3 with the diversi cation phase, as well as 4, generate solutions within 3% of optimality. On larger test problems, heuristic 4 comes up slightly better than either 1 or 3 with the diversi cation strategy. The solutions produced are then within 1% of the best known solution, which is quite good.
Conclusion
Not only are tari cation problems pervasive in decision-making, but they also constitute a rich class of structured bilevel problems. In this paper, we considered a special member of this class, which is amenable to solution techniques that allow us to solve instances of signi cant size within reasonable computing times. Research is currently underway on a multi-commodity version of this problem, where the lower level consists in individuals traveling on arcs of a network subject to tolls set by a pro t-maximizing leader. 
